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SUMMARY: Various sensing technologies, such as video cameras, ultrasonic, radars and tag-based systems,
have been developed and tested to prevent collisions within blind areas of construction equipment. However, the
performance of sensing technologies varies in different environments, such as dynamic vehicle conditions or
characteristics of sensing technologies. Also, there are little standardized testing protocols to evaluate sensor
systems performance in an objective manner. Therefore, this paper focuses on evaluating sensing systems
performance based on a test design developed specifically for construction back-over safety practices. The
presented testbed designs include sensor installation, static test, dynamic test, and dirty sensor test. Each test
presents a generalized sensor evaluation factors that should be considered and results are shown in tabular and
graphical formats. Contents of this study are expected to help researchers evaluate new technologies objectively
and provide users with a better understanding of the implementation of sensing technologies in construction
work zones to improve safety.
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INTRODUCTION

Construction work zones are hazardous environments especially due to the dangerous combinations of pedestrian
workers and heavy construction vehicles, such as dump trucks, dozers, and rollers. According to the Census of
Fatal Occupational Injuries data (CFOI, 2012), the construction industry was responsible for 18.3% of all work
related fatalities in 2009, which were 834 out of 4551. 834 fatalities indicate that fatal occupational injury rate
equals to approximately 9.7 per 100,000 construction workers, while the total 2009 annual fatal occupational
injury rate was 3.5 for all industries. Among the 834 construction industry fatalities, machinery and vehicle
related fatalities accounted for 34.3%, or 284 of 834. Table 1 compares the total and construction industry’s
fatalities from 2003 to 2009 as well as machinery and vehicle related fatalities within the construction industry.
Also, CFOI data indicates dump trucks and pickup trucks as the main causes, about 25%, among all construction
equipment types.
TABLE 1: Fatalities data from 2003 to 2009 (CFOI, 2003 - 2009)

All Industries
Construction
Machinery or Vehicle
Pickup trucks
Dump trucks

Number of Fatalities
2003
2004
5575
5764
1131
1234
397
407
67
64
29
47

2005
5734
1192
416
71
37

2006
5840
1239
422
74
48

2007
5657
1204
386
65
32

2008
5214
975
336
37
14

2009
4551
834
286
59
27

Construction vehicle related deaths were responsible for more than half of 844 road construction workers deaths
in the United States from 1995 to 2002 and dump trucks accounted for 41% of “worker on foot” related deaths,
with 52% of these involving dump trucks backing up (Washington, 2009). The American Road & Transportation
Builders Association (ARTBA) named back-overs as one of the leading causes of death among roadway
construction workers, with over half occurring when workers were struck by construction vehicles or equipment
in work zones (Zeyher, 2007). According to the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), about
360 industrial workers were killed from back-over accidents from 2005 to 2010 in the United States (OSHA
2012).
To minimize backing fatalities, many object detection technologies, such as radar, ultrasonic, and radiofrequency identification based systems, have been tested and applied within the automotive, construction and
mining industries. These sensor-based object detection technologies provide hazard warnings to either operators
or workers to prevent collisions within blind areas of construction equipment. However, it is common practice
that every construction equipment type has limited possible sensor installation locations. Also, due to the lack of
an appropriate sensor performance measurement framework, developed specifically for construction safety
practices, there is a need to develop a construction industry-specific testing and reporting protocol to evaluate
sensor system performance. The main objectives of this study are: (1) to conduct a comprehensive sensing
technology detection performance set of experiments that is practical and relevant to the construction industry;
and (2) to present different sensor detection performance in different scenarios to improve construction vehicle
related back-over safety practices.

2

BACKGROUND RESEARCH

Blind areas differ by equipment types and enable the understanding of visibility limitations around construction
equipment. It is therefore important to study blind areas of various construction equipment types to implement
sensor systems for each equipment type. Within OSHA fatality cases from 1990 to 2007, blind area was found to
be the leading cause of construction equipment related back-over fatalities (Hinze and Teizer, 2011). In addition,
understanding blind areas of equipment help select and implement technology-based devices to minimize the
risk to workers (Hefner and Breen, 2003; Ruff, 2007). In order to help understand blind areas of various
construction equipment types, the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health provides blind area
diagrams for 13 types of equipment and 41 models (NIOSH, 2012). Also, expanding on NIOSH’s blind area
diagrams, researchers have developed an automated blind spot detection tool using a laser scanner (Allread and
Teizer, 2010).
Many studies have evaluated various sensing technologies to minimized equipment related accidents caused by
blind areas near vehicles. A sensing system typically consists of a type of sensor that detects the presence of an
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object, an interface that provides an audible and/or visual alarm to the equipment operator, and wiring between
the two. Potential sensing technologies include video cameras, ultrasonic, radar, radio-frequency identification
(RFID), and global positioning systems. Video camera is the most widely used device to cover blind areas of a
vehicle and provide the exact location of hazards (Wierwille, 2008). However, operators must observe the
monitor to identify the nature of the hazard (Mazzae and Garrott, 2007), thus it is recommended as a
supplemental device with other sensing technologies, which enable the automatic generation of alarms (Ruff,
2000; Ruff 2001). Ultrasonic-based sensing systems are popular to aid with parking for light vehicles, but have
relatively limited detection ranges (i.e., both distance and width) to be implemented for heavy construction
equipment (Ruff, 2007). Radar-based systems enable the generation of longer and wider detection zones as
compared to ultrasonic-based sensing systems. This system detects people and metal object such as other
vehicles effectively, but showed limitations to detect plastics and wood (ISO, 2010). Another limitation in using
radar-based sensing systems is false alarms which might eventually make the drivers ignore warnings from the
systems, but this problem can be minimized by integrating sensor-based with video camera systems (Ruff, 2007).
In recent years, tag-based RFID systems have been actively studied for real-time monitoring and tracking in
construction work zones because of its capability to collect data (Maalek and Sadeghpour, 2013; Marks and
Teizer, 2012; Naticchia et al., 2013). Also, these systems cover relatively long detection ranges. However, tagbased RFID systems are relatively expensive as compared to ultrasonic and radar-based systems and have the
potential of collisions with workers who are not outfitted with a tag (NIOSH, 2011). In busy and dynamic
construction work zones, especially in open job sites, relying on all possible hazards, including workers and
fixed objects (e.g., other vehicles and materials), wear a tag will be challenging. Global positing system (GPS)
has been used to prevent vehicle related collisions in work zones (Oloufa, 2002). This system enables covering
wide areas using satellite signals in open areas, but has limitations related to accurately estimating locations near
high-rise structures, as they typically interfere with satellite signals (Sacks et al., 2003).
Testing sensing systems in realistic environment is a key process for the successful technology implementation.
In order to evaluate the reliability of technology, testbeds should be developed before the technology deployment
in jobsites (Saidi et al., 2011). The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) developed ten
testbeds based on three scenarios, which are vehicle to vehicle, vehicle to pedestrian, and vehicle to fixed object
crash scenarios to evaluate sensor systems in the automotive industry (Perez et al., 2011). Static and dynamic
tests are the most widely used testbed types to determine a detection zone of a sensor system (Ruff, 2000; Ruff,
2007; Mazzae and Garrott, 2007). However, there is no clear evidence of why these two types of tests are
important and lead to contradictory results. In addition, due to the lack of testbeds designed to evaluate sensor
systems for construction safety practices, there is a need to develop construction industry-specific testbeds.

3
3.1

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Tested sensor systems and vehicles

In order to select sensor systems for the test, a sensor selection criteria was developed based on literature review
(Ruff, 2000, 2001, 2007; Oloufa, 2002; Mazzae and Garrott, 2007; ISO, 2010; NIOSH, 2011). The criteria
included technology types, maximum range of rear detection zone, system response time, false alarm rate in
clear field, and cost. Based on the system selection criteria, specific data for ten commercially available systems
were collected among five technologies examined in the background research and reviewed by six safety experts
who have worked in Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) as upper level decision makers for TxDOT’s
safety implementation. As a result, two sensing technologies, ultrasonic and radar-based technologies, were
selected mainly due to implementation constraints in road maintenance vehicles. Within two technologies, four
commercially available sensor systems were selected for the tests. The selected sensor systems include an
ultrasonic system (U1) and three pulsed radar systems (R1, R2, and R3). Key features of each sensor system
were provided by vendors and are summarized in Table 2.
TABLE 2: Key features of four sensor systems
System
Type
U1
R1
R2

Technology
Ultrasonic
Pulsed radar
Pulsed radar

Number of
Sensors
2
1
1
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Max. Detection
Range (meters)
2.7
3.0
6.0

Response
Time (ms)
250
500
500

Detection
Shape
U
U
V

Frequency

Cost*

40 kHz
5.8 GHz
6.3 GHz

Under $500
$500 - $1,000
$500 - $1,000

R3

Pulsed radar

1

6.0

500

U+V

5.8 GHz

$1,500 - $2,000

* Cost surveyed in Feb. 2012
System U1 is an ultrasonic-based sensor system and uses 40 kHz low frequency sound waves to detect the
objects within the detection zone. Two sonar sensors detect objects behind the vehicle and both visual and
audible warnings are generated on the monitor in the cap. This system has a ‘U’ shaped detection zones and 2.7
meters (9 feet) maximum detection range. The other three systems (R1, R2, and R3) are pulsed radar-based
systems between 5.8 and 6.3 GHz super high frequency signals. These radar-based systems have a single sensor
and both visual and audible warnings are generated in the same way as system U1. System R1 has a ‘U’ shaped
detection zones and 3.0 meters (10 feet) maximum detection range. System R2 and R3 have 6.0 meters (20 feet)
maximum detection range with a ‘V’ and the combination of ‘U’ and ‘V’ shaped detection ranges, respectively.
According to vendors, sensor systems with ‘U’ shaped detection ranges have a better capability of detecting
close proximity area but have a limited detection range and width. On the other hand, sensor systems with ‘V’
shaped detection range enable the detection of longer and wider distance objects but have a limitation to cover
close proximity area. To leverage strengths of both detection shapes, the combination of ‘U’ and ‘V’ shaped
detection ranges have recently been developed, which has better detection ranges as well as enhanced capability
to detect close proximity area. Figure 1 illustrates three different detection shapes of sensor systems and the
authors verified them during the tests.

FIG. 1: U, V and U+V detection shapes
In addition, two types of construction vehicles, a dump truck and a pickup truck, were selected for the tests
because these two vehicle types are the most widely used in construction work zones and recognized as the
leading causes of backing accidents in the United States (CFOI, 2012; Washington, 2009; Zeyher, 2007; OSHA,
2012).

3.2

Experimental setup

In order to evaluate sensor systems in an objective manner, testing sensor systems in different conditions is an
essential process in terms of the reliability of sensor systems. In this study, one experiment was conducted to
evaluate proper sensor installation positions on the vehicles and three experiments were developed to assess the
performance of sensor systems in different scenarios, which can commonly occur in construction work zones.
3.2.1

Sensor installation

It is common practice that every construction equipment type has limited possible sensor installation locations
and, as identified by previous studies (Ruff, 2007), sensor installation height and angle are influential factors in
detection performance of sensor systems. Therefore, it is important to identify proper sensor mounting positions
and limitations for installation with typical construction equipment types. According to the Texas Department of
Transportation (TxDOT) maintenance officers, three different capacity dump trucks and two models of pickup
trucks are most widely used in TxDOT work zones (Table 3). Therefore, three dump trucks and two pickup
trucks were measured to evaluate proper installation locations for four sensor systems at the TxDOT Central
Maintenance Office, in Austin, Texas. Because sensor systems were designed to aid low speed backing
maneuvers, the rear of each vehicle was checked for possible sensor mounting positions, which were finally
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determined from the evaluation with the maintenance manager and vendors. Figure 2 illustrates samples of
sensor installation review with a dump truck and a pickup truck.

2-a

2-b

FIG. 2: Sensor installation survey. Installation survey with dump truck (2-a) and Installation survey pickup
truck (2-b)
According to sensor installation review with three types of dump trucks, system U1 can be installed to the steel
plate just outside the brake lights or to the bottom of the bed with brackets. Three radar-based systems (R1, R2,
and R3) should be attached to the bottom of the bed in the middle. Because three single sensors have a socket at
the back of the sensors, they need a bracket to be hung on. For dump trucks, U1 system which consists of double
sensors is more flexible for installation because pre-installed devices in the middle of the rear such as a license
plate and a trailer connecting device limit installation space for single sensor systems which should be installed
in the middle. From the installation assessment with three dump trucks, installation heights and widths of
system U1 range from 0.86 meters (34 inches) to 1.12 meters (44 inches) and from 1.01 meters (40 inches) to
1.12 meters (44 inches), respectively. Installation heights of three radar-based sensor systems range from 0.97
meters (38 inches) to 1.12 meters (44 inches) in the center. On the other hand, the sensor installation review with
two types of pickup trucks shows that there is no ideal location for single sensor systems (R1, R2, and R3) for
both pickup trucks because of the tailgate and license plates. According to the Texas Transportation Code Section 502.404, Operation of Vehicle without License Plate or Registration Insignia (Texas, 2007), operators
need to display two license plates, at both front and rear of the vehicle. Therefore, single radar-based sensor
systems cannot cover the license plate. In case of system U1, two sensors can be attached to the rear bumper
with relatively flexible width. Also, system U1’s two sensors might be installed at the bottom of the bumper
(0.36 meters high) to avoid possible contact with bumpers from other vehicles. Even though single sensor
systems (R1, R2, and R3) do not seem to have proper areas for sensor installation, the authors assumed that
sensors could be installed on the step plate immediately behind the license plate (see Figure 2-b) for the purpose
of the field tests because the license plate might be moved Table 3 summarizes installation review of four sensor
systems for five different vehicles. The measurement results will be used to design the static test.
TABLE 3: Summary of sensor installation survey with five construction vehicles
U1
No.
1
2
3
4
5

3.2.2

Vehicle type
Dump
truck
Pickup
truck

6 yards
10 yards
F-450
Chevrolet-1500
RAM-1500

Height
(meter)
0.86
1.12
1.01
0.61
0.36

R1
Width
(meter)
1.01
1.12
1.01
1.32
1.32

Height
(meter)
0.97
1.12
0.97
0.56
0.56

R2
Width
(meter)
Center
Center
Center
Center
Center

Height
(meter)
0.97
1.12
0.97
0.56
0.56

R3
Width
(meter)
Center
Center
Center
Center
Center

Height
(meter)
0.97
1.12
0.97
0.56
0.56

Width
(meter)
Center
Center
Center
Center
Center

Static test

The static test represents the scenario in which both vehicle and detectable objects are stationary. In this scenario,
it is expected that a sensor system enables the maximum detection performance regardless of sensor response
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time and vehicle speed. The detection area measured in the static test will serve as a benchmark for the dynamic
test and the dirty sensor test. All tests were performed at the J.J. Pickle Research Campus in Austin, Texas. A
wooden frame was built and used to install four sensor systems (see Figure 3) in different heights and widths
instead of actual vehicles, and a DC 12 voltage car battery was used as a power source. In order to record an
accurate detection range, a 5.5 meters by 9.1 meters (18 feet by 30 feet) measurement grid was set up using
nylon strings with each cell at 0.3 meters by 0.3 meters (1 foot by 1 foot).

FIG. 3: Frame and measurement grid setup for static tests
In order to compare the impact of different sensor installations on sensor detection performance, sensors were
tested in different heights and widths. Since sensor installation heights and widths may be modified due to
specific conditions such as a size of hanger and a height of bumper, the authors believe that tests with
representative heights and widths are more important for future users rather than specific dimensions. Therefore,
seven different heights measured from the sensor installation survey were rounded to three representative heights,
0.61 meters (24 inches), 0.91 meters (36 inches), and 1.22 meters (48 inches). For system U1, 0.30 meters (12
inches) installation height was also tested and additional tests were conducted at three different widths, 1.02
meters (40 inch), 1.32 meters (52 inch), and 1.63 meters (64 inch) because this sensor system consists of two
sensors. A total of 15 tests were performed and a human male participated as the object to be detected by the
sensor systems.
The static test process was designed based on two previous testbed designs (Ruff, 2007; Mazzae and Garrott,
2007). The detection area was determined by having a person walk towards the stationary sensor system installed
in the wooden frame and Figure 4 describes the basic scenario of the static test. After installing a sensor system
at the specific installation position, the person moved toward the sensor in a line parallel to the longitudinal
centerline of the sensor. When the alarm was triggered the first time, the cell was recorded on the data collection
sheet. Similarly, when the alarm stopped, the cell just passed was recorded as the other end point of detection
range in the straight line. To minimize response time impact of each sensor system, the subject stayed at least
one second in each cell to implement the static test. In this scenario, cells between two end points were assumed
within the detection range. By repeating the same scenario along with the other lines, the detection range of the
sensor system was obtained. This process was repeated ten times for each test.

FIG. 4: Basic procedure of static test
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During the test, manual results were recorded on the data collection sheet whether or not an alarm is activated in
the cells and then converted into cumulative (Figure 5). In the cumulative result, cells with 10 indicate that the
areas were detected ten times out of ten trials and cells with 4 indicate that the areas were detected four times out
of ten trials. From the cumulative result, reliable detection area (90% accuracy or above) and sporadic detection
area (less than 90% accuracy) were also determined.

FIG. 5: A sample of the static test data collection. The size of each cell is 0.3 by 0.3 meter (1 by 1 foot).
3.2.3

Dynamic test

The dynamic test was performed to evaluate maximum detection range changes due to dynamic
conditions of vehicles and different sensor response times. The basic scenario of the dynamic test is that a
vehicle is moving and an object is stationary. A dynamic test design was developed based on the theoretical
detection range models in static and dynamic conditions, shown in Figure 6.

6-a

6-b

FIG. 6: Detection range model. Static test model (6-a) and dynamic test model (6-b). Distance A: Maximum
detection range of the sensor in the static condition, Distance B: Detection range reduction due to the dynamic
condition, and Distance C: Dynamic detection range of the sensor in the dynamic condition. The size of each cell
is 0.3 by 0.3 meter (1 by 1 foot).
As illustrated in Figure 6-a, the static test model reflects a scenario that both a vehicle and an object are
stationary. In this scenario, we were able to obtain a maximum detection range, ‘A’ of a system regardless of
sensor’s response time and vehicle’s backing speed. In the dynamic test, a vehicle is moving and a detectable
object is stationary, and the dynamic test model reflects simple physics, D = V x T, where ‘D’ is distance, ‘V’ is
velocity, and ‘T’ is time. As can be seen Figure 6-b, maximum detection ranges reductions were expected
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because there is a lapse until a signal is reflected from the object and triggers an alarm. The range reduction (‘D’)
will be dependent on sensor’s response time (‘T’) and vehicle’s backing speed (‘V’).
The dynamic tests were conducted in the TxDOT Central Maintenance Office. Dimensioned floor grids were
composed of 0.3 meters (one foot) squares which were painted on a level and asphalt-paved parking lot to place
a test object on the same distance, ‘A’, as tested in the static test and to measure the range reduction, ‘B’, in
dynamic conditions. The total size of the outdoor grid was 6 by 6 meters (20 by 20 feet) and additional area for
the vehicle was provided to reach the 4.8 kilometers per hour (3mph) backing speed. In order to minimize the
impact of different vehicle speeds, the driver participated in the test was asked to back both pickup and dump
trucks at 4.8 kilometers per hour (3mph) and a researcher measured the changed distance ‘B’ when an audible
alarm was triggered from the cab. Also, a sensor specialist from a vendor participated to assist with sensor
installations.
Based on the dynamic detection range model in Figure 6, the dynamic test was designed to measure detection
range reductions in dynamic conditions of vehicles. After installing a sensor system on a vehicle which was
surveyed for vehicle measurement, equipment reversed at 4.8 kilometers per hour (3 mph) toward the stationary
obstacle, a mannequin which is positioned at the far edge of the detection range defined in the static test. When
an alarm was triggered, a researcher recorded range reductions ‘B’ as illustrated in Figure 7. Each test was
performed five times during the dynamic test.

FIG. 7: Basic procedure of the dynamic test. Distance A: Maximum detection range of the sensor in the static
condition, Distance, B: Range reductions due to the dynamic condition, and Distance C: Dynamic detection
range of the sensor in the dynamic condition. The size of each cell is 0.3 by 0.3 meter (1 by 1 foot).
During the field test, detection range reduction ‘B’ (See Figure 7) was recorded on the data collection sheet and
then the dynamic detection range ‘C’ was calculated from ‘A’ and ‘B’ in the cumulative results (Figure 8). In
Figure 8, red colored cells indicate maximum detection range ‘A’ obtained from the static test and numbered
cells in grey and red indicate dynamic detection range ‘C’ measured from the dynamic test. For example, boxed
cells (3, 1, 1) indicate that ‘A’ is 6 feet in the static test and out of 5 trials ‘C’ is measured three times at 1.22
meters (4 feet), one time at 1.52 meters (5 feet), and another one time at 1.83 meters (6 feet).
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FIG. 8: A sample of the dynamic test data collection. The size of each cell is 0.3 by 0.3 meter (1 by 1 foot).
3.2.4

Dirty sensor test

Due to the nature of construction work zones, sensor systems are likely to be covered in dirt, mud, or other
materials at some point in the construction process. Since ultrasonic and radar-based sensor systems use signals
to detect objects, any materials covering sensors might impact the detection performance of the sensor systems
by interrupting the process of emitting and receiving signals. The dirty sensor test was designed to evaluate the
impact of dirt on sensor systems related to their detection performance. Two sensor systems, U1 and R3, were
tested to examine the change of detection performance with cleaned sensors and U1 and R3 represent ultrasonic
and radar systems, respectively. The dirty sensor test was conducted in the at the J.J. Pickle Research Campus in
Austin, Texas. The same grid line and procedure of detection zone measurement were used as the static test. For
the dirty sensor test, two sensor systems were only tested at 0.91 meters (36 inches) height, which is the
recommended installation height from the vendors. The following diagram (Figure 9) details the process
undertaken for the dirty sensor test.

FIG. 9: Process diagram of dirty sensor test
To measure the detection performance difference between the clean and the dirty sensor, the clean sensor was
coated with soil in a first intervention (Figure 10). Based on measured sensor detection performance changes, a
second intervention was conducted either by removing soil partially when the sensor detection performance was
changed or by adding a second layer of soil when there was no detected difference after the first intervention.
The third intervention was only performed when the sensor performance was influenced by partially removed
soil. In the third intervention, the signal emitting areas on sensors were cleaned clearly, and the detection
performance was compared with the static test result of the clean sensor. Among possible five cases, Case I
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indicates a sensor system is influenced by soil on the sensor detection performance and Case V represents a
sensor system is not affected by soil. For the other three cases, it is difficult to explain the relationship between
the detection performance and soil on the sensor.

FIG. 10: Dirty sensor test with system R3 - before (left) and after coating (right).

3.3

Scope and limitations

The following are scope and limitations of this research.









Even though Tag-based systems (e.g. RFID) or GPS are also commercially available and have been
studied actively in the construction area, only two types of sensing technologies, ultrasonic and radar,
were evaluated in the study based on recommendations from TxDOT maintenance supervisors.
Only two types of construction vehicles, pickup and dump trucks, were tested during the dynamic test.
Even though these two types are leading causes of vehicle-related accidents in the work zones,
involvement of additional types of construction equipment types might be needed to generalize
application of sensor systems in terms of sensor installation review.
Since the focus of this study is to prevent backing accidents between construction vehicles and
pedestrian workers, only a human male and an equivalent size of mannequin were used as objects.
However, it would be useful to perform tests with other objects, such as typical construction materials
or other vehicles, in future research.
Sensor response time data were obtained from vendors. Since their response time data were tested in
controlled indoor conditions, these data can differ from active jobsite conditions.
During the dynamic test, the driver was asked to maintain backing speed at 4.8 kilometers per hour
(3mph) and a researcher was on the cap to observe the speed, but the actual backing speed might have
been slightly different for each trial.
Dynamic tests performed in this study do not include the scenario in which a vehicle is backing and an
object is moving due to the safety issue to a moving object (human). However, the dynamic detection
range of sensor systems in this scenario can be estimated from the formula, D = (Vv + Vo) x T, where ‘D’
is distance, ‘Vv’ is a velocity of a vehicle, ‘Vo’ is a velocity of a moving object, and ‘T’ is a response
time of a sensor system.
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4

RESULTS

4.1

Static test results

To assess the detection performance of four sensor systems in the static scenario (i.e. both vehicle and object are
stationary), the following performance evaluation factors were observed:





Total coverage: To evaluate the overall detection zone, the total number of cells detected by a sensor
system was measured, which is the summation of reliable and sporadic detection areas.
Reliable detection area: To evaluate reliability of detection zone, the number of cells detected more than
nine times out of ten trials was measured and the reliable detection area percentage indicates a ratio of
total coverage and reliable area. This area will be used to determine the size of the detection zone.
Sporadic detection area: To indicate unreliable detection zone from the total coverage, the number of
cells detected less than nine times out of ten trials was measured and sporadic area percentage indicates
a ratio of total coverage and sporadic detection area.
Close proximity detection area: To evaluate the capability of detection in close proximity areas, the
number of cells detected by a sensor within 0.91 meters (3 feet) of an 2.44 meters (8 feet) wide vehicle
was measured.

Figure 11 shows two sample detection area diagrams of system U1 at 0.91 meters (36 inches) heights with 1.32
meters (52 inches) width and systems R2 at 0.91 meters (36 inches) in the middle.

11-a

11-b
FIG. 11: Samples of static detection zone diagrams. System U1 - Test 03, H: 0.91m and W: 1.32m (10-a) and
System R2 - Test 11, H: 0.91m and Middle (10-b).The size of each cell is 0.3 by 0.3 meter (1 by 1 foot)).
A dashed blue box and arrows in each figure indicate approximate width of pickup truck and installation position
of sensors, respectively. In addition, the close proximity area, which is colored in yellow, was defined to
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evaluate the capacity to detect within 0.91 meters (3 feet) long and 2.44 meters (8 feet) zone. A total of 15 sets of
static tests were conducted and Table 4 summarizes static test results with maximum detection distance, total
coverage, reliable detection area, sporadic detection area, and close proximity detection area.
TABLE 4: Static Test Results
Test
No.

Sensor
Type

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
S12
S13
S14
S15

Height
(meter)

Width
(meter)

0.30
0.61
0.91
1.22
0.91
0.91
0.61
0.91
1.22
0.61
0.91
1.22
0.61
0.91
1.22

1.32
1.32
1.32
1.32
1.02
1.63
Center
Center
Center
Center
Center
Center
Center
Center
Center

U1

R1

R2

R3

Max. Detection
Distance
(meter)

Total
Coverage
(count)

2.74
2.44
2.74
2.74
2.74
3.01
3.01
3.01
6.10
6.10
6.10
6.10
6.10
6.10

99
88
92
81
106
88
92
100
225
237
247
264
272
294

Reliable Detection

Sporadic Detection

count
%
count
Detect the ground frequently
80
80.8%
19
67
76.1%
21
77
83.7%
15
67
82.7%
14
96
90.6%
10
75
85.3%
13
98
76.5%
16
108
83.7%
8
202
89.8%
23
214
90.3%
23
228
93.3%
19
238
90.2%
26
246
90.4%
26
262
89.1%
32

%
19.2%
23.9%
16.3%
17.3%
9.4%
14.8%
17.4%
8.0%
10.2%
9.7%
7.7%
9.8%
9.6%
10.9%

Close Proximity
Detection
count
%
19
20
20
17
19
13
10
15
6
8
6
13
13
19

79.2%
83.3%
83.3%
70.8%
79.2%
54.2%
41.7%
62.5%
25.0%
33.3%
25.0%
54.2%
54.2%
79.2%

When two ultrasonic sensors (U1) were installed at 0.30 meters (12 inches) height, the ground was detected
frequently by sensors, so Test S1 could not be continued. Except for Test S1, there were no false alarms through
the rest of the tests. Total coverage described in Table 4 is used to calculate the percentages of reliable and
sporadic detection areas. The percentage of reliable detection area indicates consistency of system detection
performance. Higher percentage of reliable detection area represents higher detection performance of a system in
terms of consistency. To determine a detection zone of a system in a static condition, it is recommended to use
reliable detection zone instead of total coverage. In terms of detection capability of close proximity area, system
U1 which consists of two sensors, detected more than 70% of the cells within close proximity areas and followed
by systems R1 and R3. However, system R2 showed very limited capabilities to detect close proximity areas, at
most 33.3% during the tests.
In order to see detection range variances by installation heights, each three sets of tests were used to compare
detection range variances of four sensor systems. Each sample is ten individual tests conducted at three different
heights with four different systems. A one-way Analysis of Variance was performed. The ANOVA results (see
Table 5) showed that, at p<0.05, there was a significance difference between means, thus the null hypothesis
stating that the means of different installation heights are equal at 95% confidence level can be rejected.
Therefore, in accordance with a previous study (Ruff, 2007), we verified that sensor installation heights do
impact sensor detection performance.
TABLE 5: Results of the one-way ANOVA test for three different installation heights
System
U1
R1
R2
R3

4.2

Sample
size
10
10
10
10

H: 0.61 meters
Standard
Mean
Deviation
86.30
5.29
80.90
2.51
209.60
2.63
250.40
4.53

Sample
size
10
10
10
10

H: 0.91 meters
Standard
Mean
Deviation
73.80
2.97
81.70
3.59
224.00
2.58
257.70
3.50

Sample
size
10
10
10
10

H: 1.22 meters
Standard
Mean
Deviation
83.70
6.70
95.20
1.48
236.00
2.91
273.70
3.68

F value

p-value

27.202
90.509
237.774
92.050

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Dynamic test results

During the dynamic test, the dynamic detection ranges of sensor systems were studied by placing sensor systems
on moving equipment (i.e. a vehicle is backing and an obstacle is stationary). To access the performance of
sensor systems in dynamic conditions, the following performance evaluation factors were considered:


Detection range reduction (‘B’): This factor evaluates changed detection range of sensor systems due to
the dynamic conditions of the vehicle. Individual results of each trial are presented in the detection zone
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diagram and averaged ‘B’ is recorded in the dynamic test results. This changed detection ranges should
be compared to maximum detection ranges in the static condition to see differences.
Non-detection: This evaluation factor is designed to measure the detection consistency for sensor
systems comparing to the static test results and percentage indicates a ratio of the number of total trials
and the number of no detection.
False alarm: False alarms are alarms generated in the clear field because the sensor might detect the
ground or parts of vehicles such as tires during backing operations. Percentages of false alarms indicate
a ratio of the number of total trials and the number of false alarms.

Figure 8 shows the dynamic detection area diagram of system U1 with the 4.8 kilometers per hour (3mph)
backing pickup truck installed at 0.61 meters (24 inches) heights with 1.32 meters (52 inches) width. Another
possible installation position of system U1 with a pickup truck, which is under the bumper at 0.30 meters (12
inches) high, was not tested because the static test result showed that sensor installation at 0.3 meters (12 inches)
height generate frequent false alarms due to the detection of the ground. Figure 12 is the diagram of systems R2
with 4.8 kilometers per hour (3mph) backing dump truck installed at 0.91 meters (36 inches) in the middle.

FIG. 12: Dynamic detection zone diagram of system R2 with a pickup truck (Test D3). The size of each cell is 0.3
by 0.3 meter (1 by 1 foot).
TABLE 6: Dynamic test results
Test
No.

System
Type

D1

U1

D2

R1

D3
R2
D4
D5
R3
D6

Vehicle
Type
Pickup
Truck
Pickup
Truck
Pickup
Truck
Dump
Truck
Pickup
Truck
Dump
Truck

Height
(meter)

Width
(meter)

Average ‘Ba’
(meter)

‘Bc’
(meter)

0.61

1.32

-0.34

-0.34

0

0.0%

3

5.5%

55

0.61

Center

-1.21

-0.67

16

32.0%

0

0.0%

55

0.61

Center

-0.61

-0.67

6

6.7%

0

0.0%

90

0.91

Center

-0.92

-0.67

12

13.3%

0

0.0%

90

0.61

Center

-1.11

-0.67

12

13.3%

0

0.0%

90

0.91

Center

-1.34

-0.67

27

30.0%

0

0.0%

90

Non Detections
Count
Percentage

False Alarms
Count
Percentage

Trials

In Table 6, ‘Ba’ indicates the reduced maximum detection range measured from the dynamic test and ‘B c’
represents the reduced maximum detection range calculated based on the vehicle’s backing speed (4.8 kilometers
per hour) and sensors’ response times (250 ms for U1 and 500 ms for R1, R2, and R3 within their detection
zones). As can be seen Table 6, Test D1 (system U1 with a pickup truck) and Test D3 (system R2 with a dump
truck) showed almost same reduced maximum detection range measured and calculated. However, the other four
tests indicated that there is a disparity between values of ‘B a’ and ‘Bc’ ranged from 0.25 meters to 0.67 meters.
These differences represent additional reduction in the sensor’s detection capability from 37.3% to 100.0%
comparing to calculated detection range reductions. These differences can be from measurement errors such as
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different backing speed and recording errors, but the following factors resulted in detection range reduction
differences between measured and calculated.



Response time: Response time data of four sensor systems were collected from the vendor, which tested
the sensors in a controlled indoor environment. Therefore, it is possible that response times in an
outdoor field test might be different due to extraneous factors such as dirt or weather conditions.
Vehicle operation conditions: Vehicle’s dynamic conditions such as vibration can affect the sensor’s
detection performance. When the same sensor systems were compared in terms of values of ‘Ba’
measured from pickup and dump trucks were compared (Test D3 vs. D4 and Test D5 vs. D6), detection
range reductions (‘Ba’) measured with the dump truck showed more gaps compared to ‘Bc’ than ‘Ba’
tested with the pickup truck.

Overall, system U1 showed the shortest average range reductions while the test of system R3 with dump truck
presented average -1.34 meters detection distance reduction comparing to the static test results. Also, Test D6,
system R3 with dump truck, showed 27 times non-detections, which is 30% of total test trials. Non-detections
might be obtained as the same reasons as differences between ‘Ba’ and ‘Bc’. However, since most non-detections
occurred in both sides of detection zones, vehicle direction can be more influential factor. As described in Figure
13, vehicle’s backing angle or backing location could be off when the vehicle arrived at the zero distance point
in the measurement grid and led to non-detections in both sides of detection zones.

13-a

13-b

FIG. 13: Example of possible vehicle angle (13- a) and vehicle location (13- b) at zero distance point. The size
of each cell is 0.3 by 0.3 meter (1 by 1 foot).
In terms of false alarms, three radar systems (R1, R2, and R3) presented no false alarms and system U1
presented three false alarms during the dynamic test.

4.3

Dirty sensor test

Two sensor systems, U1 (0.91 meters height and 1.32 meters width) and R3 (0.91 meters height in the middle),
which represent ultrasonic and radar-based systems, respectively, were tested to access the performance of dirty
sensors. Two other radar systems, R1 and R2, were tested once given that both R1 and R2 systems are from the
same vendor as R3 system and initial results of both systems showed similar performance of the system, R3, so
further tests were not continued for these systems. During the dirty sensor test the following performance
evaluation factors were checked:



Average total coverage: Total number of cells detected by clear sensors from the static test at 0.91
meters height.
Coverage (1st intervention): Number of cells detected by dirty sensors. To measure this coverage,
sensors were coated with soil (Figure 10 and 14). This number was calculated from the average of five
trials.
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Coverage (2nd intervention): Number of cells detected by less or more covered sensors based on
process diagram of the dirty sensor test, shown in Figure 9. This number was calculated from the
average of five trials.
Coverage (3rd intervention): Number of cells detected by sensor that signal emitting areas were cleaned.

Dirty sensor test with system U1 was Case I in Figure 9 and the test with system R3 was Case V. As described in
Figure 14 and Table 7, when first five test trials were conducted with 1st intervention for system U1, the
detection capability of this system dropped dramatically from 82 to 16 cells detected, approximately 80%
decrease. The second five trials were performed with sensors with less soil coverage; we partially removed the
soil from the two sensors. After the 2nd intervention, the detection performance had been improved by
approximately double. From the comparisons among coverage of cleaned sensor and after the 1st and 2nd
interventions, we concluded that the detection performance of the two ultrasonic sensors were impacted by soil
coverage. The 3rd intervention was cleaning the red circled area in Figure 14-c. The test results after 3rd
intervention showed that the detection performance returned to the performance with the clean sensors.

14-a

14-b

14-c
FIG. 14: Dirty sensor test I - Detection zone diagrams of system U1. 1st intervention, complete soil coating (13a), 2nd intervention, partial soil coating (13-b), and 3rd intervention, signal emitting areas cleaned (13-c). The
size of each cell is 0.3 by 0.3 meter (1 by 1 foot).
As shown in Figure 15 and Table 7, when the first five test trials for system R3 were conducted with 1 st
intervention (1st layer of soil), there was no detection performance difference from the previous static test with
clean sensor. The second five trials were performed with the 2nd intervention (2nd layer of soil) and there was also
no detection performance difference. From the comparisons among coverage of clean sensor and after the 1st and
2nd interventions, we concluded that the detection performance of the sensor was not affected by soils covered.
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15-a

15-b
FIG. 15: Dirty sensor test II - Detection zone diagrams of system R3. 1st intervention, complete soil coating (14a) and 2nd intervention, 2nd layer of soil (14-b). The size of each cell is 0.3 by 0.3 meter (1 by 1 foot).
Table 7 summarizes the dirty sensor test results of both systems, U1 and R3.
TABLE 7: Dirty sensor test results
System Type
U1
R3

Height
(meter)
0.61
0.61

Width
(meter)
1.32
Center

Average Total
Coverage(count)
82
258

1st Intervention
(count)
16
260

2nd Intervention
(count)
34
262

3rd Intervention
(count)
82
NA

From the dirty sensor test, the authors found that system U1, which uses ultrasonic signals and has small signal
emitting area, is significantly affected by soil coverage. However, system R3, which uses pulsed radar signals
and has large emitting area, is not affected by soil coverage. Influential factors causing the performance
difference between two sensor types include size of emitting area, signal type, or a frequency. It is recommended
to perform tests with different types of ultrasonic and radar sensors to obtain generalizable results.
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4.4

Summary of results

Table 8 summarizes the findings with performance evaluation factors from the four experiments conducted.
TABLE 8: Summary of four experiments

Sensor
Installation
Static Test

Dynamic Test
(at 4.8km)
Dirty Sensor Test

U1
Ultrasonic
Yes
Yes
2.7
20
(83.3%)

No
Yes
3.0
10
(41.7%)

0.34

1.21

No-Detection (count)

0

16

False Alarms (count)
Impact of soil coverage

3
Yes

0
No

Technology
Pickup truck
Dump truck
Max. Detection Range (meter)
Close Proximity Detection (out of 24
cells (%))
Detection range reduction ‘Ba’
(meter)

R1

R2
Pulsed Radar
No
Yes
6.0
8
(33.3%)
Pickup
0.69
Dump
1.11
Pickup
6
Dump
12
0
No

R3
No
Yes
6.0
13
(54.2%)
Pickup
1.11
Dump
1.34
Pickup
12
Dump
27
0
No

Systems (R1, R2, and R3) that comprise of the single sensor have limitations to be installed at a pickup truck due
to the existing devices such as a tailgate and a license plate. System U1 showed the best performance in terms of
close proximity detection, detection range reduction, and non-detection. However, this system was the only
system generating false alarms during the dynamic test and affected by soil coverage while the other three radarbased systems did not generate false alarm and were not affected by soil coverage. Both the test of system R1
with the pickup truck and the test of system R3 with the dump truck presented limited capabilities in terms of
detection range reduction (‘Ba’). System R2 showed very limited capability to detect close proximity areas
during the static test.

5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

A set of experiments were conducted in this study to evaluate the reliability of sensing technologies that can
prevent back-over accidents. Four types of experiments conducted were: sensor installation review, static,
dynamic, and dirty sensor tests. From the experiments, the authors discussed practical sensor installation issues
with typical construction equipment types as well as insights on detection ranges of different scenario-based tests;
detection range differences between static and dynamic scenarios and between clean and dirty sensor scenarios.
Each experiment was designed with several performance evaluation factors. As a result, the performance of
different types of sensor systems were compared and evaluated.
This paper has two primary implications for researchers and practitioners in construction safety. Firstly, the
research has described a sensing technology performance testing procedure that is geared for the construction
industry. Secondly, this research provides users with a better understanding of the systems, from their
installation to performance in realistic construction environments and scenarios. Potential backing accidents can
be prevented by adding an extra layer of protection, using sensors to automatically identify objects behind the
equipment. However, in order to validate the effectiveness of the benefits of sensor-based object detection
systems, future research should be conducted to estimate the quantitative benefits from implementation of
proximity warning systems to minimize backing accidents in construction work zones.
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